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Capgemini becomes Nobel International Partner to support innovation and
science for a more sustainable future
Stockholm (Sweden) and Paris (France), November 12, 2021 - In support of its long-term
commitment to innovation and technology, Capgemini announces today a three-year global
partnership with Nobel Prize Outreach to support innovation and science, in line with Alfred
Nobel’s vision and legacy to honor achievements “for the greatest benefit to humankind”

Laura Sprechmann, CEO of Nobel Prize Outreach, Aiman Ezzat, CEO of
Capgemini and Vidar Helgesen, Executive Director, Nobel Foundation during
the signing of the partnership on November 12, 2021 in Stockholm.
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Capgemini joins the select group of Nobel International Partners, five companies that are all fueled by the
same commitment and passion to share knowledge and excellence globally, to inspire people across borders
and generations to engage in science, and to shed light on some of the greatest challenges of our time.

“Capgemini and Nobel Prize Outreach share the same vision of innovation as the foundation of a more
sustainable and inclusive future for all,” says Aiman Ezzat, CEO of Capgemini. “I am looking forward to this
opportunity to us joining forces to support research and innovation, to inspire more people all over the world,
and turn ideas into action.”
“This partnership with Capgemini will allow the ideas and knowledge that have been recognized and awarded
by the Nobel Prize to reach a wider audience,” says Laura Sprechmann, CEO of Nobel Prize Outreach. “To
take on our time’s greatest challenges we need to strengthen the ties between the business community,
policy makers and the science community.”
The Nobel International Partner program is run by Nobel Prize Outreach which role is to spread knowledge
about Nobel Prize-awarded achievements and stimulate interest in science, literature and peace in line with
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Alfred Nobel’s vision and legacy. The organization reaches a global audience of millions through its high
quality productions within broadcast and digital media which includes the official Nobelprize.org website and
podcast, the Nobel Prize Concert, as well as a series of intercontinental, inspirational lecture events featuring
Nobel Prize laureates.
As a Nobel International Partner until at least 2024, Capgemini will leverage its deep expertise in innovation
and technology to support a rich program of outreach events across the globe comprising in-person and
digital formats. In particular, these include the Nobel Prize Dialogues – regular events that bring Nobel Prize
laureates, scholars, students, inventors, decision makers and other great thinkers together with the public,
to discuss solutions to some of the world´s most pressing issues.
These events aim to promote fact-based decision-making, stimulate dialogue and inspire students,
researchers, and decision makers worldwide to build an inclusive and sustainable future fostered by
innovation. This exclusive partnership embodies Capgemini´s focus on supporting world-class education and
training and to contribute to the emergence of the world leaders and talents of tomorrow. The next Nobel
Prize Dialogue will happen in Latin America on November 16. Entitled “United by Science”, this session will
bring together five Nobel Prize laureates and 80 students from across the Latin America Region and the
Caribbean, and will explore how science and scientists can most effectively make a positive impact on
society. This online event will be accessible publicly.

About Capgemini
Capgemini is a global leader in partnering with companies to transform and manage their business by
harnessing the power of technology. The Group is guided everyday by its purpose of unleashing human
energy through technology for an inclusive and sustainable future. It is a responsible and diverse
organization of over 300,000 team members in nearly 50 countries. With its strong 50-year heritage and
deep industry expertise, Capgemini is trusted by its clients to address the entire breadth of their business
needs, from strategy and design to operations, fuelled by the fast evolving and innovative world of cloud,
data, AI, connectivity, software, digital engineering and platforms. The Group reported in 2020 global
revenues of €16 billion.
Get The Future You Want | www.capgemini.com
Disclaimer: Nobel Prize Outreach is not directly or indirectly involved in the process of nominating or
selecting Nobel Prize laureates. These procedures are strictly confidential and regulated by the Nobel Prize
awarding institutions.
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